Next-Generation Laboratory Management with CliniSys and hc1

Improving Laboratory Workflows With Data-Driven Insights

CliniSys specializes in the design, development, implementation, and support of clinical laboratory information management solutions. They are the undisputed market leader in Europe for clinical laboratories searching for comprehensive management of their laboratory information systems.

hc1 is a high-value care platform improving lives by transforming laboratory data into personalized healthcare insights. Health systems and laboratories searching for lab stewardship solutions trust hc1 as a partner in providing rich analytics that lead to more efficient workflows and better patient outcomes.

A Partnership in Security and Scale

A full-service Pathology Relationship Management solution with the unrivaled domain expertise and scale of CliniSys, plus the unparalleled insight and innovation of hc1, is transformative for laboratories struggling with scattered on-premise data systems and different metrics standards. Both CliniSys and hc1 are well-versed in scaling their solutions to meet customer demand with a strong focus on data security. Thanks to the flexibility of hc1’s cloud-based, high-value care platform, this PRM’s patient data warehouse is stored within the United Kingdom, ensuring that patient data meets all data-compliance regulations.
Efficient Workflow Management
The power of CliniSys PRM’s cloud-based technology enables laboratories to access integrated customer data stored between multiple locations. With one storehouse for client metrics and data, engagement and communication workflows are drastically more simple.

Custom Report Development
Deeper data requires better reporting techniques and laboratories can utilize enhanced analytical features offered by CliniSys PRM to better understand the complexities of patient data. Extracting precise reports builds a complete picture of how care varies while highlighting areas for improvement.

Deeper Laboratory Analytics
With more in-depth analytical reporting, laboratories can better understand how their labs operate. By visualizing turn-around times and ordering volume trends in real-time, directors are empowered to make proactive decisions that foster effective operations.

Laboratory performance metrics are no longer a mystery with the CliniSys Pathology Relationship Management solution powered by hc1.
With a holistic solution, lab directors can visualize and proactively strategize ways to grow their business, engage with physicians, and personalize the pathology experience.

Learn More
www.clinisysgroup.com
www.hc1.com